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some places but not in others. The idea of agriculture may have
occurred to people in all sorts of places. They may even have made
experiments. But in order to achieve success the experimenters needed
an environment where their primitive crops would get water and sun
and a chance to grow without being swamped by other vegetation.
The muddy floodplains of rivers in dry climates where the floods come
regularly in warm weather and leave tracts of fertile mud which becomes
dry very slowly were just the places for this.
QUESTIONS, EXERCISES, AND PROBLEMS
 1.	Use the table on page 435 (Irrigation in the United States) as the basis for a
double diagram in which lines of appropriate length represent (t) tin; area of each
state included in irrigation projects; (2) the percentage of irrigated farms.    Is
there any relation between these two percentages, that is, do they tend to be large
or small together?  How is each of these percentages related to (a) the height of the
mountains, (b) the percentage of each state which is mountainous, (c) the density
of the population?
 2.	On an outline map "of the United States insert in each state a heavy line of
appropriate length to indicate the percentage of farms under irrigation.   Regardless
of state boundaries, draw lines to indicate what you infer to be areas showing the
following conditions: (i) over 80 per cent of farms under irrigation; (2) 20-80 per
cent; (3) 1-20 per cent; (4) less than i per cent.  In explaining your map use A107.
 3.	In one of the annual budgets of the government of India, a total expenditure
of more than £83,000,000 was planned.  Of this, £1,000,000 was set aside for famine
relief and almost £4,000,000 for irrigation.  In the estimated expenditure for Canada
these items are not listed.   Explain these facts geographically.   Find similar figures
for the United States and discuss their meaning,
 4.	The French recently advanced a project for great irrigation works along the
upper Niger River which, it was claimed, would make the region a second Egypt.
Test the truth of this claim by a study of the rainfall, mountains, river system, and
natural vegetation of the ,two countries.  Write an account of French Nigeria from
this point of view.

 5.	The possibility of irrigating Egypt is largely due to the relief of Africa.  Ex-
amine Australia and South America to see whether you find any places where the
relief and rainfall offer any hope of repeating the history of Egypt.
 6.	Compare the rainfall of the.United States with the irrigation map of the
western states.   Choose four important irrigated areas in different states.   Find
out the distribution of rainfall in summer and winter.   Show the relation of this to
irrigation.   Show also what other conditions make irrigation necessary or profitable.
In which area would you expect the water supply to be most steady and abun
dant?  Why?

